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ABSTRACT 
We prove that Sinkhom balancing always converges linearly, provided the 
starting matrix has total support. For our purposes we define Sinkhorn balancing as 
the iteration rt+i = f(x’), where f is that t ransformation on row stochastic matrices 
r defined by first balancing the columns of r and then the rows. The proof hinges on 
determining the precise nature of the eigenspace of the maximal eigenvalue 1 of the 
Jacobian matrix Jf off evaluated at the limiting doubly stochastic matrix D = lim, xf. 
We examine the spectral properties of the Jacobian matrix for a class of growth 
transformations which contains f. Then we prove a generalization of Ostrowski’s 
theorem on linear convergence, yielding sufficient conditions under which linear 
convergence occurs in the presence of eigenvalues of Jf of modulus 1. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let 9 be the set of n-by-n row-stochastic matrices without zero 
columns. We define Sinkhorn balancing, starting with a matrix x ” in 9, as 
the iteration 
xt+l =f(d), 
where for x in 9, f(x) is given by first “balancing” the columns and then 
the rows. That is, first divide each column of x by the corresponding nonzero 
column sum to get a column-stochastic matrix z: 
xij 
‘ij = G (i,j=l,..., n), 
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then divide each row of .z by the corresponding nonzero row sum to get 
f(x): 
f( + = + (i,j=l,...,n); 
kztk 
clearly f maps 22 into ~2%‘. We call f the Sinkhorn mup. When x0 has total 
support, it is well known that the sequence {x’) converges to a doubly 
stochastic matrix D having the same zero pattern as x0. Our goal is to show 
the convergence is linear. 
To address convergence we first examine the spectral properties of the 
Jacobian matrix of the Sinkhorn map 
evaluated at D. Ostrowski’s theorem on linear convergence applies when the 
spectral radius p of Jf is less than 1. In our case p = 1, yet we are able to 
show that the directions X’ - D sufficiently “avoid” the corresponding 
eigenspace so that an extended version of Ostrowski’s theorem applies. 
In Section 2 we review the present literature on the nature of the 
convergence of Sinkhorn balancing; in Section 3 we review some needed 
results from the Perron-Frobenius theorem; in Section 4 we illustrate the 
role of the Jacobian matrix in the rate of convergence; in Section 5 we 
develop many spectral properties of the Jacobian matrix of a class of growth 
transformations which include f; in Section 6 we give some special proper- 
ties of the Jacobian matrix off; in Section 7 we give a separation theorem for 
directions X’ - D and eigenvectors u with Jfu = u; in Section 8 we prove an 
extended version of Ostrowski’s theorem; in Section 9 we discuss possible 
extensions; and all proofs appear in Section 10. 
For n-vectors o, w, and n-by-n matrices X, y we employ the usual inner 
products (6, w) = Ck~k~k and (x, y) = Cijx,,yij; the Euclidean (1,) norms 
lJ~(~~,~~x~~~ are given by /lull2 = (6,~)~‘~ and llxllp = (x,x)““. When viewing 
the matrix x as a linear transformation, the operator norm JJxll,,,, induced by 
the arbitrary norm 11. II is defined by 
II4 
I141,,p := SUP - 
I:#0 Iloll . 
Our convention is that vectors in R”‘, the real vector space of m-tuples, are 
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column vectors (so expressions like xw make sense). For x in R”, by x > 0 
(r>O) we mean xi>0 (xj>O) for j=l,...,m. We let ajj denote the 
Kronecker delta. 
2. A REVIEW OF SINKHORN BALANCING 
In [Id] Sir&horn shows that starting with a positive n-by-n matrix 
X” = (xij) (i.e., all entries are positive), Sinkhorn balancing converges to a 
doubly stochastic matrix D = (d,,). Also, there are positive scalars rk, ck 
(1 < k < n) satisfying 
xij = ridijcj (1 Gi, j<n); 
indeed, ri is just the iterated product of the row-i sums at each stage, and 
similarly for cj. Another way to state this result is that the positive starting 
matrices which will converge to D are those of the form (r,dijcj) for some 
positive scalars (rk, ck}. Further, given x ‘, D is the only doubly stochastic 
matrix of the form (1) and the scalars {rk, ck) are unique to the extent that if 
xij = ri’dijcj’ (1~ i, j < n) holds as well, then for some LY > 0 we have 
rk’ = ark, c,‘=Q/(Y (l<k < n). We note that in (1) the dependency 
relation ri = Cjxij/cj holds. 
In [15] the above is extended to nonnegative matrices X” f 0 as follows. A 
square matrix M 2 0 is said to have support if M has a positive diagonal 
(i.e., there is a permutation r such that mi,?T(i) > 0 for all i), and to have 
tot& support if every positive entry lies on a positive diagonal. A nonnega- 
tive, nonzero square matrix M of size n > 1 is fully indecomposable if there 
do not exist permutation matrices P, Q such that PMQ is of the form 
A 0 
[ 1 C B 
with A and B being square matrices, and indecomposable if there does not 
exist a permutation matrix P such that PMPT is of this form (PT denotes the 
transpose of I’). Sinkhorn and Knopp prove that Sinkhom balancing con- 
verges to a doubly stochastic matrix D if and only if X” has support, and D 
has the form (1) if and only if x ’ has total support. In either case D is 
unique. They also prove that when D has the form (1) then the scalars 
(r,, ck} are unique, up to the same a-scaling as before, if and only if x0 is 
fully indecomposable. In [9] it is shown that a matrix M has total support if 
and only if there exist permutation matrices P, Q such that PMQ is a direct 
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sum of fully indecomposable matrices. In [3] there appear many of the same 
results as in [15], employing different methods and an alternative hypothesis. 
In [8] it is shown that if x0 has total support, then {cj}, as defined by (11, 
minimizes the function 
II C’ijYj 
i j 
over variables { yj > 0) for which Il j yj = 1 holds. 
In [4] it is shown (as a special case) that if x” is positive, then D 
minimizes the cross entropy (also known as the Kullback-Leibler “distance” 
function) 
over all doubly stochastic matrices B = (!I,,), and that (I) holds. Indeed, the 
dual to this program is to minimize the convex function 
C”ije 
h,f@J - C/ii - &_Lj 
ij 1 .i 
over the free variables (hi), (~~1; with ri := e*i and cj := ePJ, optimal 
solutions to this program satisfy (1). 
For positive starting matrices the following is known. Sinkhorn proved 
that his method, when generalized to positive matrices with prescribed row 
and column sums, converges linearly in the E, norm [16]. And in [5] it is 
proved that Sinkhom balancing converges linearly in Hilbert’s projective 
metric. 
Our only assumption for what follows is that the Sinkhom balancing 
starts with a matrix x0 having total support. With this assumption it turns out 
our conclusions will be the same as for a positive starting matrix. It follows 
from Sinkhorn and Knopp’s result that convergence will be to a doubly 
stochastic matrix D having the same zero pattern as x0. In Section 4 we shall 
see that when x0 is a direct sum, the convergence of {x’} is no “slower” than 
that of the “slowest” summand, so it is sufficient to consider fully indecom- 
posablc summands of x0; that is, we may assume x0 to be fully indecompos- 
able. This assumption plays a critical role in both Theorems 1 and 2. 
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3. A REVIEW OF THE PERRON-FROBENIUS THEOREM 
We summarize part of Frobenius’s generalization of the Perron theo- 
rem [6]. 
PERRON-FRORENIUS THEOREM. A nonnegative, nonzero indecomposable 
matrix A always has a positive eigenvalue r, the Perron root, that is a simple 
root of the characteristic equation. The moduli of the other eigenvalues do not 
exceed r. To the maximal eigenvalue r there corresponds an eigenvector with 
positive coordinates. 
Also, A cannot have two linearly independent nonnegative eigenvectors, 
and r lies between the minimum and maximum row sums of A. 
COROLLARIES. Let A z 0 be nonnegative and indecomposable, and r be 
the Perron root of A. 
(a) lf A is row stochastic, then r = 1 (since all row sums are 1). 
(b) lf A is symmetric, then A has an orthonormal basis of eigenvectors 
z,, , .z, with corresponding eigenvalues r = A, > A, 2 A, S= . . . S= A,. 
(c) If A is fully indecomposable and doubly stochastic, then ATA is 
positive semidefinite symmetric , indecomposable, and doubly stochastic, so 
thatr=h,=l and l>h,> ... >A,>,O. 
Part (c) requires the result in [7] that the product of two nonnegative, 
fully indecomposable matrices is fully indecomposable (and so indecompos- 
able). Note if A is indecomposable, then ATA need not be; e.g., A = 
(6i_l,,_j>. 
4. THE RATE OF CONVERGENCE 
In this paper we need only consider sequences (xt) in R” converging to 
x* for which xf z x* for every t. Given such a sequence , and a norm I]. ]I on 
R’“, we define the scalar .$ by 
IIX f+l _ x*,, 
5 := limfw l,xt _ x*,l . (2) 
The convergence of (x’) to x* is called superlinear if 5 = 0, linear if 
0 < 5 < 1, and sublinear if .$ = 1; for 0 < 5 < 1 the rate of linear convergence 
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equals 1- 5. Generic examples of linear convergence for 0 < 5 < 1 are the 
scalar sequences rt = 5’ and xt = Ck s tek. The point of linear convergence is 
that for any F > 0 there is a Ir for which 
IIX i+k - x*(1 < (c$ f &yl(Xk - x*11 
holds for all t 2 0. 
A subtle point is that the quantity 5 is norm-dependent. In proving linear 
convergence we will employ norms other than the Euclidean norm. In view 
of Theorem 9.3.1 of [ll], which states that the norm-independent “R-conver- 
gence factor” R,, := lim supt ljxL - x 11 * ‘It is a lower bound for 5, our point of 
view will be that to prove linear convergence it suffices to prove linear 
convergence in some norm. 
When a transformation @ on R”’ is differentiable at x*, so is given, and 
the sequence {x’} defined bv x ‘+ ’ = cP(x’) converges to x *, a primary tool in 
studying convergence is the m-by-m Jacobian 




(For such sequences we assume without loss of generality that X’ # x* foi 
all t.) By a theorem of Ostrowski (see 10.1.3, 10.1.4 in [ll]), if the spectral 
matrix J@ = (Jji) of Q, evalu- 
(3) 
radius p of J* is less than 1 at the fixed point x*, then x* is a point of 
attraction for Q, and for every E, 0 < F < I-p, there is an integer k, and a 
norm lj*Il on R”‘, for which IIx’+~ - x*11 <(p + EY IIrk - x*11 holds for every 
t, and convergence to x* is linear in the norm 11. II. It is also true that the 
worst-case R-convergence factor R,, equals p, The key to Ostrowski’s 
theorem is that in the operator norm II* Ilop induced by [I.(/, the inequality 
ll.l‘dl”~ =zp+e 
holds. We shall see that in our case of interest, where Cp is the Sinkhorn 
map, we have p = I; yet we show that the directions x1 - x* sufficiently 
“avoid” the eigenspace of p so that an extended version of Ostrowski’s 
theorem, which we provide in Section 8, applies. 
A more intimate relation between convergence and the Jacobian matrix is 
as follows. Suppose {x”} converges to x* in R”’ with xL # x* for every t, and 
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let Il.11 be any norm. Define the (norm-dependent) directions ut (Ilu’ll = 1) 
and lengths et > 0 by 
&1 = Jlxt - x*11, Ut = &[‘(X” - x*). 
We say the sequence (xt} converges directionally to x* if lim, ut exists, in 
which case u := lim,uf is called the direction of the convergence. 
PROPOSITION 1. Suppose @ is differentiable and generates (xt} accord- 
ing to x ‘+’ = Nx”), and X’ z xt+’ for every t. Let 11. II be any norm on R”‘, 
and 5 be given by (2). If {x’} converges directionally to x * with direction u, 
then : 
1. u is an eigenvector of the Jacobian matrix J@ of @ at x *. 
2. If the corresponding eigenvalue is A, J@u = Au, then h = 5 and both 
0 < A < 1 and A = lim, et+, /et hold. 
3. If 5 < 1 then 5 = lim, Ilxt+’ - rtll/ l(xt - xt--lll. 
4. The rate of convergence l- 5 equals lim, Ilxt+’ - x’ll/ llxt - x*11. 
5. If ~~~~~~ is another norm, then the sequence of (11*111) unit vectors 
{v” = llxt - x*ll~‘(x’- x*>} converges to v = Ilull~‘u. 
6. 5 is nom-independent, 
We remark that similar results follow from Taylor’s theorem for the k th 
differential of @ at x*, provided the first k - 1 differentials are zero at x*. 
The point of conclusion 3 is that 5 can be estimated at any time t without 
knowledge of x*. 
The following example shows a sequence can converge linearly in one 
norm and sublinearly in another, if convergence is not directional. 
EXAMPLE. For (x, y) in R’ let @(x, y) = A( - y, x) with 0 < A < 1. For 
every (x0, y”) # 0 the sequence {xt+’ = @(x’)} converges to 0. The Jacobian 
matrix of @ at 0 has imaginary eigenvalues ih, - ih. Convergence to 0 is not 
directional, and in the I, norm /1(x, y)lli = 1x1+ ly( we have linear conver- 
gence with 5 = A; in the norm 11(x, y)ll:= lxl+2lyl we have A < 5 <2A; for 
any A > l/2 there exists (x0, y O) such that convergence is sublinear in the 
norm 11.11. 
The case of interest is m = n2 and x in 3. We now demonstrate in what 
sense the rate of convergence of {x’} is no smaller than the smallest of its 
summands’, so that the hypothesis that x a has total support, or is a direct 
sum of fully indecomposable matrices, may be replaced with x0 being fully 
indecomposable. It suffices to show for this for two summands of x0, which 
we call y” and .a’. Let D be a corresponding direct sum of M and N. When 
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convergence to both M and N is linear, there exist norms I[.[]!,, I(.IJZ on 
matrices of the appropriate sizes, and numbers n, 5 (n,t < 1) such that for 
any E > 0 there exists an integer t, such that for t > t,) we have 
IIY t+l - Wly < (77 + E)IIYt - MII!,7 
II= t+l -N/I, < (5 + E)JIz’ - Nil,. 
Let x’ be the direct sum of y’ and z’. Define the norm 11. I(* on matrices 
which are a direct sum of the above form by IIxII, := Ilylj!, + ~~.z~~~; then we 
have 
lb t+ I - D(I, = II y’+’ - iWIly + llztfl - N/I; 
< (7 + E)IIY’- WI, +(t + &)Ilz’- VI; 
G (5 + &)lbf- Eli,> 
where we suppose 77 < 5. Thus the rate of convergence is no smaller than 
1- 5 - E in the norm )I. llr. 
5. SPECTRAL PROPERTIES OF THE JACOBIAN MATRIX OF A 
GROWTH TRANSFORMATION 
We observe that the Sinkhorn map f lies in the following class of growth 
transformations. Let 9 be the set of polynominals in the variables (xij), 
I < i < m, 1~ j < n, such that each monomial summand has positive coeffi- 
cients. Given P in 9, let C = Z.,,,,(P) denote the set of m-by-n row- 
stochastic matrices x = (rij) with the property that Ckrik dP/arik > 0 holds 
for every i. If P is in 9, then for x in C the transformation F defined by 




maps Z into Z (see Lemma 1). The primary interest in the transformation F 
lies in the following result, which usually appears in the literature with 
extraneous hypotheses such as “P is homogeneous” [2]. 
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LEMMA 1. Let P be in 9, and x be in Z. Then F(r) is in 2, and 
P( F(x)) 2 P(x) with equality $and only iLf F(r) = x. 
Many results surrounding this transformation have appeared in the last 
20 years, with [2] among the earliest; and many “new” results which are easy 
consequences of Lemma 1 continue to appear, with Theorem 3 of [l] among 
the most recent. 
We note that x is a fixed point of F if and only if rij > 0 implies 
8P/8xij = CkxikaP/kik. Also, F is a continuous transformation on 2, so if 
a sequence of iterates of F converges to x in 2, then x must be a fixed point 
of F. 
We are interested in the case m = n and P(x) being the product p(x) of 
the column sums of X: 
p(x) := n cxij. 
.i i 
For this case it can be seen that C coincides with 9, and a direct 
application of (4) shows that F reduces to the Sinkhorn map f. By the 
arithmetic-geometric inequality we see that p(x) < 1 for every x in 9%“; it 
follows from Lemma 1 that p(r) < p(f(x)) < 1. We note that ap/axij is 
constant in j if and only if x is doubly stochastic, so that x in 9 is a fixed 
point of f if and only if x is doubly stochastic if and only if p(x) = 1. 
Given P in 9 and x0 in 2, Lemma 1 shows that a sequence of iterates 
Fct)(x ‘) will remain in Z. However, this sequence need not converge to a 
member of C: if m = n = 2 and P(x)= xI1(xzl +2~,,)+3x,,, then any 
sequence starting at a positive x0 converges to a matrix not in Xc, as xii will 
be zero and aP/k,, = JP/&,, = 0. In our case of interest, P = p, a 
starting matrix in C = 9 having support will converge to a doubly stochastic 
matrix which is always in 9. 
The Jacobian matrix of the transformation F has been studied in [13] 
under the assumption that P(x) is homogeneous in each row of x. Our 
function p(x) is not row-homogeneous, so we presently investigate spectral 
properties of the Jacobian matrix of F as given by (4) for general polynomials 
P in 9. Using different methods, we are able to provide stronger results. 
The statements and proofs will be simplified by introducing the following 
single-subscript notation. For x 2 0 in R”‘, we let 9 be the set of polynomi- 
als P(x) in m variables of the form 
P(x) = cc, n xi”‘, 
t j97n 
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where for every member t of a finite index set we have cI > 0, and for every 
j, 1 < j < m, t(j) is a nonnegative integer. The variables (xj} are assumed to 
be partitioned into disjoint sets of probabilities as follows. To each j < m 
there corresponds a unique index set (j) = {i,, , ix-), 1 < ii < i, < . . . < 
i, < m, such that j is in (j), xi > 0 for all i in (j), and 
c xi=l. 
i E(j) 
The constraints are assumed to be disjoint in that each i is in precisely one 
such index set: i is in (j) if and only if(i) =(j). LVe define 
CC,:= .r>Oin R”‘: C rj=Iv(j) , 
1 ir(j) ) 
and for P in 9 we define 2 = z( P> by 
C:= r in C,,: C XiP,>OV(j) , 
i i E(J) i 
where (Pi> denotes the gradient of P. 
In this notation the sets 9 and C are essentially the same as before, and 
the transformation F given by (4) becomes y = F(x), where 
Y.J = xjPj/s(.i) 
and sCj):= CiECj) , *. x. P. We let H denote the m-by-m Hessian of P, 
and Jr denote the m-by-m Jacobian matrix of F, 
We note that IF is expressed as a function of x and the arbitrary polynomial 
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P in 9; for the fixed polynominal p(r) = n,jcixij, Jr will be expressed as a 
function of the matrix x in 9 only. 
We shall need the following preliminary lemmas. 
LEMMA 2. L_.et $ be a diferentiable function on XC), and x = (xj) be a 
local maximum of $ on 2”. Then for every j the inequality 
holds, with equality if xj > 0. 
A positive semidefinite (positive definite) symmetric matrix is a matrix of 
the form M = ATA for some matrix (some matrix of full rank) A the size of 
M; we use the abbreviation psds (pds). 
LEMMA 3. Let A and B be symmetric matrices of the same size. lf A is 
psds as well, then: 
1. AB has real eigenvalues, which are all zero if and only $ABA = 0. 
2. lf ABA is psds, then all eigenvalues of AB are nonnegative. 
3. lf either A is pds or B is psds, then AB is diagonable and all 
eigenvalues of AB are zero if and only af AB = 0. 
We remark that every square matrix can be expressed as the product of 
two symmetric matrices; not every matrix with real eigenvalues is of the 
above form; and the product of three pds matrices need not have real 
eigenvalues. 
For any (ui) in R”, we let diag(v,) denote the m-by-m diagonal matrix 
with i,i entry vi. With y =(yj):= F(x) =(xjPj/sCj,), we define Y := 
diag(yj), X := diag(xj), S := diag(sCj,), and R := S-l diag(Pj). Also we set 
A = (S’j), where 6’j := 6C,xj, equals 1 if (i)=(j) and 0 otherwise; for 
example, if m = 5 and x1 + x2 + xg = x4 + x5 = 1, then A is the direct sum 
of the 3-by-3 and Z-by-2 constant matrices of 1’s. We note that x 2 0 is in C 
only if Ax = e, where e = (1 1 . . * l)T is the constant l’s vector. 
For any x in xc, we define the index sets T and f by 
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We order the indices 1,. . . , m so that i E T, j E 5 implies i < j; accordingly 
each m-by-m matrix A is represented in block form as 
A, A, 
A= A* 
[ 1 A3 ) 
where A, is ITl-by-lr[. Up to this point the matrices we have so implicitly 
expressed are Y, X, S, R, A, and H. 
It may be noted that for the next three results, prior to Proposition 4, the 
proofs only require x to be in C,, P to be twice differentiable at x, the 
partial derivatives {F”] to be nonnegative in a neighborhood of x, and 
the sums sCjj = Ci ECjj 1 1 1~. P. to be positive at x. For such P and x we define 
N:=(I-YA)S-‘X, 
which has the corresponding block form 
*= N* 0 
[ 1 0 0’
Also we define 
LEMMA 4. If P and x are as above, then JF = IF(x) is given by JF = 
(I - YA) (R + S- ‘XH). More explicitly, in block fm we have 
JF = NToMV N.H, - LA *R, 
R3 1. 
where M, := H, + S,X,‘R,. Also we have AJF = 0 and mg JF C E. 
Given x in ZO, we define the direction sets 
(5) 
and 
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We note that W is the set of “feasible directions” from x, in that the 
statement “x + EU is in I%,, for every E > 0 sufficiently small” characterizes 
vectors u in W. For any subspace V of R” we let V’ denote the orthogonal 
complement of V. 
We now give several properties of F which hold only at a fixed point. 
PROPOSITION 2. Suppose P and x are given as above, x is a fixed point of 
F, and JF = Jr(x). Then: 
1. Nispsdswith mgN=W,,kerN=Wi. 
2. JFu = u + NHu for u in W,. 
3. Every eigenvalue of JF is real. 
4. If A is a nonzero eigenvalue of JF, then there is an eigenvector 
corresponding to h in W. 
5. All eigenvalues of JF are zero if and only $1,” = 0. 
We now show that at a local maximum of P, every eigenvalue A of Jr 
satisfies A < 1, and we give conditions under which A = 1 is obtained. 
PROPOSITION 3. Suppose x is a local maximum of P on C, and JF = JF(x). 
Then: 
1. Every eigenvalue A of JF satisfies A < 1. 
2. JF has an eigenvalue A = 1 if and only if either of the following holds: 
(a) xj = 0 and Pj(x) = sCj) hold simultaneously for some j. 
(b) Hu is in Wd for some rwnzero vector u in W,, or equivalently ( Hu, u ) = 0 
fm some nonzero vector u in W,; in either case JFu = u. 
We now give several properties which hold only when P is in 9. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let P be in 9. Then: 
1. The matrix diag(x, Pi) + XHX is psds for any vector x > 0, and the 
matrix M, of Lemma 4 is psds. 
2. If x is a fixed point of F on I: and JF = Jr(x), then 
(a) all eigenvalues of], are nonnegative, and 
(b) all eigenvalues of IF are zero if and only if JF = 0. 
We remark that Jr(r) can have complex eigenvalues if x is not a fixed 
point, can have eigenvalues of arbitrary modulus if x is not a local maximum, 
and can have negative eigenvalues if either x is not a fixed point or P is not 
in 9. 
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We have shown all eigenvalues of JF are in the unit interval if x is a local 
maximum of P and P E 9. We have examined conditions under which A = 1 
is possible, which by Ostrowski’s theorem would be necessary if sublinear 
convergence were to occur. Also we have noted conditions under which all 
eigenvalues are zero, which in a worst-case scenario would be necessary for 
superlinear convergence to occur. 
6. SPECIAL PROPERTIES OF THE JACOBIAN MATRIX OF THE 
SINKHORN MAP f 
We investigate the Jacobian matrix Jf of the Sinkhom map f at the 
doubly stochastic matrix D = (dij) having total support. 
THEOREM 1. L.et D be an n-by-n fully indecomposable doubly stochastic 
matrix, and Jf be the Jacobian matrix of the Sinkhorn map f evaluated at D. 
Also let U be the set of real n-by-n matrices with zero line sums (i.e., row and 
column sums), and d = dim U = (n - 1)“. Then: 
1. The Jacobian matrix at D, in double-index notation, is given by 
2. Every eigenvalue A of Jr satisfies 0 Q h < 1. 
3. The eigenspace {c : Jfv = 0) of eigenvalue 0 has dimension at least n. 
4. The following statements are equivalent: Jf v - c is in U, Jf v = v, v is 
in U. 
5. The eigenspace {v : J/v = v} of eigenvalue 1 equals U. 
6. det( Jf - lZ) = &Y5 - l)“y(l), w h ere q is a polynominal of degree 
n - 1 for which q(1) # 0. 
7. Jf is diagonable. 
We say a matrix A with spectral radius p has the p-property if for every 
eigenvalue A of maximum modulus, algebraic equals geometric multiplicity. 
Having the p-property just means the degree of the factor 5 - A in the 
characteristic polynominal det(A - lZ) is equal to the dimension of the 
eigenspace of A, for every A such that (Al = p. 
Theorem 1, part 6 implies Jr has the p-property, so that Jf is similar to 
the direct sum of two matrices IC1 and B, where I, is the d-by-d identity 
matrix, and B has all eigenvalues in the interval 0 < A < 1. This property is 
critical in Theorem 3, and does not extend to the maximal eigenvalue of JF 
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for general growth transformations F given by (4). Part 7 implies B can be 
taken to be diagonal as well, but this property is not used in proving linear 
convergence. 
EXAMPLE. For 0 < r < 1 the polynominal P(x, y, Z) = r(3y + I)(3rz +2) 
has a global maximum on C at (x*,y*,z*)=(!$,i,O), where the Jacobian 
matrix is given by 
The eigenvalues are 0, i, P, and for r = 3 the eigenspace of r is spanned by 
(1 - 1 O)T, so JF does not have the p-property. 
7. THE MAIN THEOREM 
THEOREM 2. For each fully indecomposable, doubly stochastic matrix D 
there is a number y, 0 < y < 1, with the following property. Let {x’} be any 
Sinkhorn balancing sequence which converges to D and has the same zero 
pattern as D, and let U be the set of real n-by-n matrices with zero line sums. 
Then there exists an integer t, such that the inequality 
1(x’- D,u>I =G (I- r>llx’- Dllzll4z (6) 
holds fm every t > t, and every u in U. 
The point of Theorem 2 is that the unit directions 11~~ - Dllil(x” - D) 
are bounded away from V. If we were to hypothesize directional conver- 
gence (i.e., the above sequence of unit vectors converges), we would be 
done, as we have seen in Proposition 1 that the limiting direction u would be 
an eigenvector of Jr and the corresponding eigenvalue A would equal 5. 
Since u is not in U by (6), we conclude A < 1. We state this formally. 
COROLLARY. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 2, directional conver- 
gence of Sinkhorn balancing is never sublinear. 
We now demonstrate linear convergence without the directional hypo- 
thesis. 
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8. A GENERALIZATION OF OSTROWSKI’S THEOREM 
The following result is central to a generalization of Ostrowski’s theorem. 
THEOREM 3. Let M be an m-by-m real matrix having real eigenvalues, 
the spectral radius p of M be positive, and U be the subspace spanned by the 
eigenspaces of all eigenvalues of maximum modulus 
u = ca,u, E R” 
i 
where for each i, Mui = Aui holds f or some h and u, f 0, with IhI = p. We 
suppose that M has the p-property. Given y, 0 < y < 1, let C = C(U, y> be 
those nonzero vectors z in R” for which 
I+4 I =G (I- r)ll~ll2ll~llz 
holds for every u in U. Then there is a scalar R, 0 < /3 < p, such thatfor every 
0 > 0 there exists a norm 1). II on R” such that 
IlMzll G (P + ~)bll 
holds for all z in C. 
We are now able to state a general result which extends the relevant part 
of Ostrowski’s theorem. 
THEOREM 4. Let the map @ on R”’ be differentiable at x*, the sequence 
{r’) in R’” defined by xf+’ = @(xt) converge to x*, and the Jacobian matrix 
J* of @ evaluated at x* have real eigenvalues. Suppose the spectral radius of 
]* is 1, U is the linear span of all eigenvectors of JQ belonging to eigenvalues 
A such that IAl = 1, and ]@ has the p-property. Also suppose for some y > 0 
the vectors x t - x * satisfy 
1(x”- x*, u) 1 =G (I- r)llx” - ~*1120412 
fm every u in U and t suffaciently large. Then there exists p < 1 such that for 
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any E, 0 < E < 1 - j3, there is a norm II.Ij and integer t, f~ which 
IIX t+l - x*(1 < (p + &)11X’ -x*11 
holds for ez;ery t > t,; that is, {x’) converges linearly in the norm 11. I(. 
COROLLARY. Sinkhorn balancing converges linearly $ x0 has total sup- 
port. More precisely, there is a number p < 1 which depends upon the 
limiting doubly stochastic matrix D only, such that f~ every E > 0 there is a 
norm II*II in which ((xt+l - Dll Q (/3 + e)JJxt - Dll holds f&r every t sufi- 
ciently large. 
We know that Jf not only has the p-property but is diagonable. From the 
proof of Theorem 3 we note that if the hypothesis “M has the p-property” 
were changed to “M is diagonable,” then in the statement of the theorem we 
could set 0 = 0. However, the statements of Theorem 4 and its corollary 
would remain the same; no net improvement, other than simplification in 
determining the norm (I- (1, would occur by hypothesizing the diagonability of 
M and J@. 
What we have ruled out is sublinear convergence, provided x0 has total 
support; either linear or superlinear convergence is possible. If x0 does not 
have total support, then the convergence can be sublinear. An example is the 
sequence (x”} converging to the identity, where 
Xt = 1 0 
[ 1 fft Pt 
for 0 < o. = 1- PO < 1. We find ot+i = ot /(1+2a,), hence ot = o. / 
(1+2ta,). A consequence of Theorem 9.3.1 of [ll] is that since the R-con- 
vergence factor limsup,l(xt - x*ll1’t equals 1, is norm-independent, and is 
such that for every norm we have 
IIX t+1 
limsupIlx’- x*ll1/t < limsup 
- x*11 
t t llxt - x*JI ’ 
we conclude the sequence {xt} converges sublinearly in every norm. 
In the absence of a good scheme for deleting all elements without 
support, perhaps the simplest way to assure total support is to perturb zero 
entries so that x0 > 0. 
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9. POSSIBLE EXTENSIONS 
Theorem 2 is a special case of two kinds of results which would be very 
desirable for studying the convergence of sequences (xl+ ’ = F(x’)} gener- 
ated by the growth transformation F given by (4). One type of result would 
be to find conditions under which convergence cannot occur along a direc- 
tion of fixed points; in Theorem 2, D + u will be a fixed point (doubly 
stochastic) of Sinkhom balancing if, for example, D > 0 and u in U has small 
modulus. A second type of result would be to find conditions under which 
convergence avoids the eigenspace of the maximal eigenvalue of JF, when 
x* is a local maximum and that eigenvalue is 1. 
A critical fact used in our proof for Sinkhorn balancing was that given the 
limiting matrix D having total support, it was possible to characterize all 
matrices x for which Sinkhorn balancing converges to D [Equation Cl)]. For 
a general polynominal P some alternative tool would be needed. 
A claim in [12] is that if the starting matrix does not have support, 
Sinkhom balancing must cycle. Our definition of the Sinkhorn map from 2 
to x consists of two “balances” in the usual terminology: balance the 
columns, then the rows. A reasonable conjecture, which I have not tried to 
prove, is that sequences {Fct’(x)} generated by the growth transformation F 
(which includes the Sinkhom map f) cannot cycle and in fact must converge. 
For example, consider the two matrices 
Column then row balancing starting with x0 gives the sequence r ” + x1 * 
r”, .*a, whereas the Sinkhorn map fixes x0. This type of cycling is really 
an artifice of notation. If, as we suggest, it is true that all sequences {f”‘(x)} 
converge, then the alternative row-column balancing sequence has at most 
two limit points: one following the row balances, and one following the 
column balances. Furthermore, if x0 has no support and no zero row or 
column, then alternative row-column balancing cannot converge. For, by the 
Frobenius-Konig theorem, each xt has an r-by-s zero submatrix Z with 
r+s=n+l, 
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after each row balance the sum of the entries in A must equal r, while after 
each column balance the sum of the entries in B must equal s, and the sum 
of all converged entries would have to be n = r + s - 1. 
The claim in [12] cannot be correct, since the starting matrix 
with a, 17, c positive and a + b + c = 1, yields a sequence with two limit 
points and no matrix repeated twice. 
10. PROOFS 
a b c 
[ I 10 0, 1 0 0 
Proof of Proposition 1. We set u;’ = x’ - rzb, et = ]]w~(], U’ = FI’W’, and 
J = J,Jx*). As @ is differentiable at x*, we have 
which means 
lim (.s-l~~+l - 1~‘) = 0. 
1 
Since Ju = lim, Jut, we infer the existence of the limit 
et+ 1 
lim e;lU;f+’ = lim -u t+1. , 
I t &l 
necessarily this limit is Ju = lim,(s,+r /E~)u = tu. So A = 5 is an eigenvalue 
of J with eigenvector u. Since et -+ 0, we have 5 < 1, proving parts 1 and 2. 
That z’ converges to z* means ]Jz’ - z*]] converges to 0 in any norm (see 
Theorem 2.2.1 in [ll]). Two applications of the triangle inequality give 
- I],” - z*]] < ](zL]]- ]]z*]] < I]$ - .z*]], so that ]J.zt]] + ((z*]] as well; i.e., ]].]I 
is continuous. Set dt := xt - xtfl and A, := etfl/et. We have d’= 
E~(u’ - Atut+‘), so that e;‘d’ + (l- c)u f o 11 ows. From the continuity of I]* ]I, 
we obtain both part 4 and the result that A;‘lld”“ll/lld’ll has limit 1 (if 
5 < l), which proves part 3. 
Setting 8, = ]]zt - x*]]~]]x~ - x*1]-r, we have ut = fI,o’, so that EJ~]]o’]] = 1 
and ]]utIIr = et. From this last it follows that lim, et = (]u](r exists, as does 
lim, v ‘, and part 5 follows. 
Since A depends on J and u, part 6 follows from part 5. n 
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Proof of Lemma 1. Set Pij = dP/dxij, si = CjxijPij > 0, and y = 
F(x) = (xijPij/si). Let P be expressed by P(x) = Ctctpt(x), where 
P,(r) = rfijX;ji3j) with c, > 0 for all t and t(i,j) is a nonnegative integer for 
all t, i, j. 
Now yij is positive if and only if xijPjj = Ctctt(i,j>pt(x) is positive if 
and only if xij is positive and appears [t(i,j) > 01 in some summand c,P,(x) 
of F which is positive at x. Since every positive variable xik (1 < k < n) 
satisfying t(i, k) > 0 has this property, it follows that P,(x) > 0 implies 
Pt( y) > 0. Therefore si > 0 implies xii Pij > 0 for some j, which in turn 
implies yij Pij( y) > 0 and y E X. 
Now given x in 2 and y = F(x), we set Q(y) = C,c,P,(x)log P,(y), 
where the sum is over those indices t for which P,(X) > 0. Since log z < z - 1 
for every z > 0, we have 
P,(Y) 
Q(Y) - Q(x) = CCtPt(xh p,(x) 
t 




= P(Y) - P(x) 
We now show that if y = F(x) # x then Q(y) > Q(x). Expressing 
log P,(y) as C,,t(i,j)log yij and defining yij := C,c,t(i,j)p,(x> = xijPij, from 
the Kullback-Leibler inequality (see [4]) we get 
Q(Y) = Cctl?tWog P,(Y) 
= CCtPtCx) CtCi,j> log Yij 
t q 
= C Yij log Yij 
ij 
= c -yi,/ log : 
ij 1 
> c yij log xij 
g 
= Q(x), 
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with equality if and only if x is a multiple of y, or in this case x = y. So 
F(x) + x implies Q(y) > Q(x) implies PC y> > P(x), as was to be proved. n 
Proof of Lemma 2. We prove this consequence of the Kuhn-Tucker 
theorem from scratch. Suppose x + EU is in &, for E > 0 sufficiently small; 
the approximation 4(x + EU) = I,!J(x) + EV$. u + O(E) implies u -V+(x) < 0 
for every such u, provided x is a local maximum of rC, on ISa. Let (i>=(j) 
with xj > 0 and xi < 1. Set ej = (a,,) and Ic;. = &,!J/~x~; taking u = ei - ej 
yields $j > I,!J~. If xi > 0 as well, taking u = ej - e, shows 1+4~ = $j and all 
partial derivatives rcri for positive variables xi > 0, for i in (j>, are equal to 
crCjj, say, with oCjj > r,!ti whenever xi = 0. Multiplying oCjj by rk and 
summing over k in (j), we find a(j) = Ck ECjj~k$k. n 
Proof of L.emma 3. Let zi,..., z, be an orthonormal basis of eigenvec- 
tors for A, Azj=Ajzj, with A,,...,Ak positive and hk+i=“’ =h,=O. 
Setting V=rngA = (zi,..., zk) (the linear span of zi,.. .,zk), we have 
kerA = V’, the orthogonal complement of V. If 0 is the orthogonal matrix 
with columns zi,. . .,.z, and A = diag(h,, . . ., A,) (OOT = I), then we have 
O’AO=; ;. 
[ 1 
If D = diag(d,) . g is iven by di = Ai (i < k), di = 1 (i > k), then if =: denotes 
“is similar to,” for any square matrix B we have 
AB = oTABo = D- ‘/20TABOD1’2 = LR, 
where 
L = D-‘/“OTAOD-‘/” R = D’/“OTBOD’/2 
Since L is the diagonal matrix having k l’s followed by n - k O’s, we see 
that AB is similar to the matrix having the first k rows of R followed by 
n - k zero rows: 
LRzM N 
[ 1 0 0’ (*) 
1: Since B is symmetric, so are both R and M. The eigenvalues of LR 
consist of n - k O’s together with the k real eigenvalues of M. 
All eigenvalues of M are 0 if and only if M = 0, if and only if the i, j 
entry of both R and OTBOT is 0 for 1 < i, j < k, if and only if ( Bzi, zj) = 0 
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for i,j=l,..., k, if and only if (Bu, U) = 0 for all U,U in V, if and only if 
Bu E V’ for all u E V, if and only if ABu = 0 for all u E V, if and only if 
ABA = 0. 
2: Suppose ABA is psds and additionally ABw = hw for w f 0. Since 
w E V, let w = A(v + z) for o E V and z E V’. Since A has an orthonormal 
basis of eigenvectors, it follows that the eigenvectors belonging to eigenvalue 
0 generate V’, so AZ = 0 and w = Ati. Thus ABA2; = AAzj yields A( Au, v) = 
(ABAc, v), whence A > 0, since A is pds on V ((Au, v) > 0) and ABA is 
psds ((ABAv, v) 2 0). 
3: If A is pds, then L = 1 and LR = R in (* 1; thus AB is similar to a 
symmetric matrix, so has a basis of eigenvectors. 
We now show AB has a basis of eigenvectors if A and B are psds. For 
any psds matrix of the form 
xTx= M N 
[ 1 NT M’ 
where M and M’ are square, there exists a matrix C, the size of N, such that 
N = MC [lo, p. 111. 
We now exhibit a basis of eigenvectors of the matrix LR in ( * >. The 
symmetric matrix M has an orthonormal basis (in Rk> of eigenvectors (~~1. 
For j = 1,. . . , n - k let ej be the unit vector having I in position j and O’s 
elsewhere; since N = MC, we set vj = - Cej, and letting wj be the m-vector 
[vj’ e,‘]’ (the column concatenation of vj and ej), we find LRwj = 
Mvj + Nej = 0; therefore 
is a linearly independent set of m eigenvectors of LR. 
If A has a basis of eigenvectors, and so is diagonable, then A = 0 is 
equivalent to all eigenvalues being 0. n 
Proof of Lemma 4. Set H = (Hjj) and J = JF. From vi = xiri = a,Pi /s(i) 
we compute 
XiHij xiri A$) 
= - + aijri - - -. 
'(i) '(i) '*I 
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Since S commutes with X, R, and A, we find 
J=S-‘(XH+SR-XRQ) 
= S-‘XH + R - XRS-‘Q 
=(I-XRA)(R+S-‘XH) 
Now define the I~I-by-lal diagonal matrix 0, by D, = X,S;‘. It follows 
that K := I- YA and L := R + S-‘XH take the forms 
where K, =I,-Y,A,, K, = -Y,A,, L,= R,+ D,H,, and L, = 
D,H, . By the definition of N we have N, = K, 0,. Noting that M, is 
symmetric and given by M, = 0; ‘L, = 0;’ R, + H,, it follows that 
K,L, = N,M, and K,L * = N,H,, so by the above factoring of J we 
conclude that J takes the form (5). 
Finally, A] = 0 holds because for every (k) we have 
Also, A J = 0 implies mg J C E by the definition of E. 
Proof of Proposition 2. 1: Since S-ix is psds, so is (I- XA)S-‘X 
(I - XA)r, which, since S-IA = AS’ and AXA = A, equals N. We note 
that N will not generally be symmetric if x is not a fixed point. Also, NV = 0 
if and only if (I - XA)w = 0, where wi = xioi /.qij for all i, if and only if 
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Wi = xix, E(i)Wk and wi = xiui /sCi) for all i, if and only if for every (j), 
rioi = xiyCj) for all i I for some constant -yCj,, if and only if u is constant 
on those coordinates i in (j) for which xi # 0. The set of such 6 E R” is Wi 
by definition, so we have ker N = Wd and mg N = ker( N T), = (ker N)’ = 
W,,l = w,. 
2: We have J = (I - XA)(R + S’XH) = R - XA R + NH, since Y = X. 
For j E r we have xjP, /sCj) = xj, so that rj = 5 /sCj) = 1. Thus for u E W, 
we have Ru = u, and Au = 0 by definition; it follows that for u E W, we 
have Ju = Ru - XA Ru + NHu = u + NHu. 
3: The eigenvalues of J are the real numbers {rj, j E l} together with the 
eigenvalues of N,M, above. From part 1 we know that N, is psds; since M, 
in Lemma 4 is symmetric, by Lemma 3, part 1, N,M, has real eigenvalues 
(and so real eigenvectors). (In Proposition 4 we shall see that for P in 9, 
M, is psds, so that N,M, is diagonable by Lemma 3, part 3, and R, is 
diagonal; however, J need not be diagonable if N,M, and R, have common 
eigenvalues. An example of this appeared in Section 6.) 
4: Let A be a nonzero eigenvalue of J, u be a corresponding eigenvector 
(Ju = Au), and K = I - XA be as in Lemma 4 (Y = X). As A is real by part 3, 
u is real and Ju lies in the (real) range of J, which is contained in E. 
Therefore Au E E, and as A # 0, we conclude u E E. 
If A is an eigenvalue of N,M, in (5) then an eigenvector u may be 
selected with uj = 0 for j E 5; since u E E, we have u E W by definition. 
Suppose A = ri for j E l, and A is not an eigenvalue of N,M,. Let 
u = [uT e,‘]’ be the column vector partitioned as above, consisting of an 
arbitrary real k-tuple v in the first k coordinates, and a unit (m - k)-vector 
e, having a 1 in that position corresponding to 7; = A. From (5) we have 
Ju = [(Av + Be,)T AeTIT = Au, where A := N,M, and B := N,H, + K * R,, 
so that Av = Au + Be,,. But A is not an eigenvalue of A, so A - Al is 
nonsingular, and the equation (A - AZ)v = - Be, has a solution v = uh E Rk 
whatever Be, may be; then u = [vr e,‘]“ is an eigenvector in W belonging 
to A. 
5: From (5) we see every eigenvalue of J is 0 if and only if R, = 0 and 
every eigenvalue of N,M, is 0. Now J” is of the form 
where T := N,M,(N, H, + K .+ Rc). As N, is psds by part 1, by Lemma 3, 
part 1, we see all eigenvalues of N,M, are 0 if and only if N, M, N, = 0, 
which together with R, = 0 implies T = 0 and J* = 0. 
If J” = 0, then all the eigenvalues of J are trivially zero. n 
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Proof of Proposition 3. Let A := N,M, and R, be as given in (51, and 
J=JF. 
I: Since C is an open subset of C,, x is a local maximum of P on X0 and 
Lemma 2 applies to P, so we have 0 < rj < 1 for every j E l. It remains to 
show A < 1 holds for every eigenvalue A of A. That A is an eigenvalue of A 
above means there is an m-vector u such that JZI = Au, where Au # 0 and 
uj = 0 for j > k. Since AJ = 0 and A # 0, we find Au = 0, hence u E W,, 
and we apply Proposition 2, part 2, to infer Au = Ju = u + NHu, so that 
-NHu=(l-A)u 
and 1- A is an eigenvalue of - NH. Since x is a local maximum of P on 2, 
it follows that ( - Hc, 0) 2 0 for w E Wr = mg N; this is equivalent to 
(- HNw, NW) > 0 for all w, or N( - H)N is psds. Thus the conditions of 
Lemma 3, part 2, are satisfied, so that the eigenvalue 1- A of - NH = 
N( - H) is nonnegative. 
2: The eigenvalues of J are those of (a) R, and of (b) A := N,M,. 
(a) An eigenvalue of R, is 1 if and only if r_i = 1 for some j E l. This is 
the same as rj = 0 and Pj(x> = scjj. 
(b) If an eigenvalue A of A is 1, we continue the proof of part 1 to obtain 
an eigenvector u E W, of J satisfying - NHu = 0, so that 
Hu E Wi = ker N. 
Conversely, if Hu E Wd for some nonzero u E Wr, then NHu = 0, so from 
Proposition 2, part 2, we conclude Ju = u + NHu = u. 
Clearly Hu E Wi for u E W, implies (Hu, u) = 0. If (Hu,u) = 0 for 
some nonzero u E W,, then by Proposition 2, part 1, we can find w E W, 
such that NW = u. Thus 
O=(Hu,u)=(HNw,Nw)=(NHNw,w). 
We have seen in part 1 that - NHN is psds, so we can express - NHN = B2 
for some psds matrix B, for which 0 = (B2w,w) = (Bw, Bw), so that 
Bw = 0, and hence B2 w = 0, and hence 0 = NHNw = NHu and Hu E Wi. 
w 
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Proof of Proposition 4. 1: Let P E 9 be expressed by P(x) = Etp,, 
where 
pt = c, n Xi(k), 
k s III 
c, > 0 for all t, and (t(k)} are nonnegative integers. Now let 
A := ( aij) = diag( zr,P,) + XHX. 
For i # j we compute the i, j entry of XHX to be 
Fc,t( i)q%( j)xy) n zcp, 
k+i,j 
while the i,i entry of XHX is 
&J(i) [ t(i) -11 Ipkp:(k). 
t 1 
[It is implicit in the above expression for p, that 0’ is to be interpreted as 1, 
so the last two expressions make sense when t(i) = lci = 0.1 After adding the 






x,P, = Ct(i)p, 
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holds whether xi is zero or not, we have 
a,, = Ct(+p,. (*) 
From (*) and (.+ > we have expressed A by A = MTM, where M = (mtj) is 
given by rntj = t(j)pi/“, which is real, since p, > 0. Thus A is psds by 
definition. 
Let M, = H, + S,X,‘R, be as given in Lemma 4, and J = JF. Using 
the definition of R and the fact that X,M,X, = X,S, R, + X,H,X,, we 
see that A above takes the form 
’ 
1 0 
Consequently A is psds if and only if M, is psds. 
2: By part 1, M, is psds; by Proposition 2, part 1, N, is psds, so N,M,Nv 
is psds, and by Lemma 3, part 2, all eigenvalues of N,M, and so of J are 
nonnegative. This proves (a). 
Suppose all eigenvalues of J are 0; from (5) we have R, = 0, so J takes 
the form 
where every eigenvalue of N,M, is 0. 
We now show that R, = 0 implies N, H .+ = 0, given only the assumptions 
that P has second partial derivatives, and the first partial derivatives are 
nonnegative in a neighborhood of x. 
Fix j E 5; then xj = 0, and by assumption Pj /scjj = 1; = 0. For any 
constraint (k), let 2 be those variables in that constraint which are positive 
at x: 
and Y be the remaining variables ( yi) not in 2. Let the point X* be denoted 
by (y*,.z*), where y* E Y and z* E 2. By our assumptions on P we see the 
function *(z) := Pj(y*, z) is zero at .z = z* and is nonnegative in a neighbor- 
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hood of z*, so it has a relative minimum at z*. Since Cw.I~ = 1, Lemma 2 
applies to - $, so that (a$/&rj) (.a*) is constant for i E r n(k), or 
Li”P 
- = yi 
axi axj 
for i,jE7rfI(k), 
where yi is a function of (i) for i E rr. Since ker N = Wd consists of those 
vectors which are constant on n- n(k) for every k, it follows from the 
definition of N, that y = (yi) E ker N,, so the jth column of N,H, is zero. 
Thus R, = 0 implies N, H, = 0. Since M, is psds, part 3 of Lemma 3 
applies, so that N,M, = 0. From the form of J given above, we conclude 
J= 0. n 
We remark that for P E 9 it can be shown directly that R, = 0 implies 
H, = 0; only in concluding that M, is psds did we really need P to be 
in 9. 
Proof of Theorem 1. We abbreviate Jf to J. Given p(x) = njcixij in 
9, we note that ap/&xij = 1 for every i, j; hence in Lemma 4 we have 
R = S = I, so that JZ = (I - XAXZ + XH). We are evaluating Jr at the 
doubly stochastic matrix D, so the diagonal matrix X becomes (dij8ik6jjl)ij,kl. 
If cj denotes the jth column sum of x, we have Jp/dxzj = p/cj and 
f?p/$ &xk, = (l- Gj,)p/cjc,. Since p = cj = 1 at x = D, we find Hjj,kl = 
l- Sjl; as Aij,kl = Sik, we see that “XA” has ij, kl entry dijaik,“XH” has 
ij, kl entry d,,(l- Sjl>, and “XAXH” has ij, kl entry d,,(l- dill. With 
Zij,kl = aikSjl, we sum to find (Jr)ij,kl = aikaj[ - dij(Sik + Sjl - dir). This 
proves part 1. 
Part 2 follows from Propositions 2, 3, 4, as p E 9, D E 9, and p is 
maximized at D, which is a fixed point off. 
Let E be the set of matrices with zero row sums (this agrees with our 
notation in Section 5). When we sum the ij, kl entry of J in part 1 on j, we 
get zero, from which we conclude that JT has n linearly independent 
eigenvectors belonging to the eigenvalue 0; as J and JT are similar matrices, 
this proves part 3. 
For any vector (n-by-n matrix) u we see from part 1 that 
(Jo)ij = C (8ikajl - 6ikdij - 6jldij + d,jdil)okl 
kl 
= vij + djj xdilckl - 
( kl 
C”kj - Evil) 
k 1 
=“ij+dij[(D”)i-“j-Pi], (*I 
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where (Y := vre is the vector of column sums of v, and p := ve is the vector 
of row sums of v. We suppose Jv - v E U. From (*> this means 
uij = dij[( Da)j - aj - p,] 
is in U. Summing on j we get 0 = (Da), -(DLY)~ - pi, SO pi = 0 and v E E. 
Summing instead on i, we get 
DTDa = CY. 
By corollary (c) of the Pen-on-Frobenius theorem (Section 3) we know that LY 
must be a constant vector, (Y = ae for some constant a. But ~MZ = Cjaj = Cipi 
= 0, since v E E, so u = 0. Thus JC - v E U only if v E U. If v E U, then we 
have cu=p=Oandfrom(*)weget Jv=v. Finally,ifJv=v thenJz;-v= 
0, which is in U. This proves part 4. 
Part 5 is an easy consequence of part 4. 
From the Jordan canonical form of J, we know that the algebraic 
multiplicity of the eigenvalue 1 (the degree of the factor h - 1 in the 
characteristic polynomial of J) exceeds the geometric multiplicity of 1 (the 
dimension of the eigenspace of 1) if and only if there is a vector v P U such 
that Jv = v + u holds for some u E U, u f 0. But by part 4 we know 
Jv - v E U implies v E U, a contradiction. This proves part 6. 
By Lemma 4 we know Jf is a subdirect sum of R, and A := N,M,, with 
R, diagonal. Evaluating R, at D, we find all diagonal entries of R, are 1, so 
the eigenvalues of Jf consist of 1 together with the eigenvalues of A which 
are not 1. By part 6 we know all Jordan blocks of Jr of eigenvalue 1 are 
I-by-I. Now N, is psds, as D is a fixed point of p (Proposition 2, part l), and 
p E 9 implies M, is psds (Proposition 4, part l), so A is diagonable 
(Lemma 3, part 3). Thus all eigenvalues A z 1 of A (and so of Jr> have a 
complete set of eigenvectors, and J/ is diagonable, proving part 7. n 
Proof of Theorem 2. Again let E be the set of matrices with zero row 
sums, and II-II denote 11. )12. For nonzero u E U and z E E, define the 
functions g(z, u> and h(z) by 
h(z) := xj(xi”ij)e 
41412 . 
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In this notation (6) becomes g(x’ - D,u) < (l- 7)” (x’ - D is in E). We 
first show for any z E E that 
sup g(z,u) = l- h(z); 
ueu 
(8) 
then we complete the proof by showing liminf, h(n’ - D) is positive. 
To prove (8) we want to maximize the function G(u) := l[zl12g(z, u) over 
u E U. Setting the partial derivatives dL/duij of the Lagrangian 
L(u,A,P) =G(u)- CAiCuij- CPjCUij 
i J j 1 
equal to zero, we get 




Eliminating the Ai,pj from the last two equations, we find 
Multiplying this by ziJ and double summing, we get 
Thus either (.a,~) = 0 (g is minimized), or 
G(u) 
.g(z,u) = - 
11412 
=1-h(z) 
and g is maximized. [For n = 2, g(z, u) is constant in u for fixed Z, and for 
n > 2 the minimum of g is always 0.1 Thus (8) holds as claimed. 
Now let 3Z’n be the set of x E Z with the same zero pattern as D, such 
that Sinkhorn balancing, starting at CC, converges to D. We now prove that 
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there exists /3 > 0 such that for any E > 0 there is a neighborhood X of D 
such that if r E X n ~2’~ we have 
h(x - D) > /3 - E. (9) 
From the discussion in Section 2 we know every r E 9Z’o is of the form 
dijcj 
xij = gqq 
for some positive scalars (cj}, where without loss of generality we may always 
assume that Cjcj = n. Given x expressed as above, we define scalars ej 
(1 Q j < n> by ej := cj - 1; note that Cjcj = n implies C,@, = 0. 
Defining +i := CkdikOk (4 = De>, we find x and y := x - D are given 
by 
i + ej 
xij = dij- 
1+& 
(11) 
ej - 4i 
yij = d,,- 
1+c#+. 
Now x, as given in (lo), is a continuous function of the variables {cj). The 
equation 3~ = D implies, from (lo), that for each i, the equation Ckdikck = cj 
holds for each j such that dij > 0. As D is fully indecomposable, it is 
chainable (see [17]), so this equation implies (cj) is constant; therefore c, = 1 
and Bj = 0 for every j. It follows that for x E: LZ’o we have 
Thus for any 6 > 0 there is a neighborhood of D such that for all x in the 
neighborhood of the form (ll), we have llell < 6. Also note that 
11441 = lIDelI G llW,pll’41 = llell, (12) 
since 11 Dll,, = 1. 
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Now to first order in ll0ll,/14/1 we have 
Yij = dij(ej - 4i)+ o(llel12)~ (13) 
where O(S) is a function of S > 0 which when divided by S has finite limit 
as S + 0; that is, there is a function $(S) which is bounded as S * 0 such 
that O(S) = S+(S). 
We now justify the approximation (13). Summing yij on i, we obtain 
C Yij = Oj - (O’4)j + o(llel12)~ 
i 
With M := Z - DTD, the numerator N,, := zj(Ciyij)a of h(x - D) becomes 
No = C [e, -( D~DB)~]‘+ o(lje113) 
= (ivze,Me)+ o(llell3). 
If zi is the eigenvector of DTD with eigenvalue Ai, where by corollary (c) of 
the Perron-Frobenius theorem we have 1 = A, > A, > . . * 2 A, > 0, then 
i’vk, = (l- Ai)zj, so the eigenvalues {pl) of M satisfy 12 /.L~ > pcL2 > . . . > 
pn_l > p,, = 0. Since EjtZj = 0, 0 is orthogonal to the constant vector which 
is the eigenvector of Z.L,,, so 8 is in the linear span of the eigenvectors of M 
which correspond to the eigenvalues Z.L~ z * * * 2 pLn_ 1 > 0. 
Whenever e is in the linear span of a set of eigenvectors of a symmetric 
matrix, A, (A8,0)/ ~~0~~” is in the convex hull of the corresponding eigenval- 
ues. As the eigenvectors of M and M" agree, with respective eigenvalues 
(pi) and (Z_L~}, setting Z-L := /_L,,_~ = 1- A, we have 
Since the coefficient of llell ’ is positive, the first-order approximation (13) is 
justified. 
Now we want an upper bound for the denominator D, of h(x - D), 
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From (13) we get 
? = &qj(ej - #+ o(llel13) 
< idfj(lejl+ 14i02+ oCllel131 
ij 
SO from (12), using Cjdfj Q 1, we have 
D, G 4r?YeIi2 + Q(llqis). 
From this and (14) we are able to conclude that given S > 0, there is a 
neighborhood X of D such that for x E X n 2ZD we have 
4, 2 A42(1- S) 
and 
so that 
D,, < 4n200112(1+ 6)) 
follows. Therefore, given /3 = (/A /2 n)” and E > 0, we may choose S and the 
neighborhood X so that 
h(x- D)>pp-E 
holds for all r E X n SD. This proves (9). We have therefore 
limsupsupg(xt-D,u)<limsup[l-h(r”-D)]<l-P-t&; 
t u t 
ifwechoose ysothatO<y<1-(1-/3)1~2,weget1-~+e<(1-y)2for 
sufficiently small E. This proves (6); as p and y depend on D only, the 
theorem is proved. n 
Proof of Theorem 3. Given 0 > 0, select a real, invertible matrix Q so 
that M, := QMQ-’ has Jordan canonical form but with any l’s above the 
main diagonal replaced by 0’s. That is, first obtain the usual Jordan form, 
36 
which is a direct 
eigenvalue A of M 
the main diagonal 
postmultiply by T, 
the result is M,. 
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sum of (minimal) blocks, each block having a single 
on the main diagonal, and l’s in positions i, i + 1 above 
(one fewer 1 than A). Then premultiply by T- ’ and 
where T denotes the diagonal matrix with i,i entry Bi; 
Now M, is a direct sum of square matrices A, B where the diagonal of A 
has only eigenvalues A of modulus p, IAJ = p, and the diagonal of B has only 
eigenvalues A of smaller modulus, IA\ < p. Let ~a be the spectral radius of 
B; we have 0 < pB < p. By hypothesis, A is a diagonal matrix with each 
diagonal entry having modulus p. Note that if U = R”’ then C is empty, so 
we suppose U # A”’ in which case B is of size at least 1. 
Define yo by 
I(Q=J&)l 
YQ 
:= 1-sup llQ~ll~llQ4l~ 
where the supremum is over u E U and z E C. Given (71, since y > 0 and Q 
is a linear, invertible transformation, we have yQ > 0. Note that rQ depends 
on M and y only. Now set UQ = Q(U), and let C, be the set of nonzero 
z E R’” for which 
I(27 f-J> I G 0 - qJll~llnll~lln (15) 
holds for every u E UQ. By the definition of yo we have Q(C) c C,. Also, 
since A is a diagonal matrix, we see that Uo is the subspace spanned by the 
first d := dim U coordinate vectors e,, , . , ed, where e, has m - 1 zeros and a 
single 1 in coordinate i for every i. 
The orthogonal complement V. of Vu is spanned by ed+,, . . . , elll. If we 
express z E R”” by z = uZ + cZ for us E UQ and cZ E Vu, then (15) is the 
same as 
I(~;Jd Il%ll; 1/Z 
Il~,II&4? 
41-rJ 1+(lu ; ( I 2 2 
the maximum on the left over u E U. equals 1, and rearranging terms we get 
(2YQ - ~;)1’2~~u,~~2 G @ - rQhzl,2 (16) 
Now it is always true for any w E R”’ that IJwJIa < llwllr < m’/‘llwlla. 
(The first of these is trivial, and the second is equivalent to the statement 
that the square function is convex.) Thus ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ so that (16) 
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(17) 
where ~43 := (I- yy12Ct /(2 yQ - y;4>. 
Now let N be any k-by-k minimal Jordan block of B: 
A 0 0 
A 0 




and 11.11, denote the 1, norm IJuj(ll := Cilwil. For w E Rk we find 
((Nw((, = (Au), + &+I+ . . . + (Aw~_~ + Bwk(+ (AtskI 
< IAw,l+ ISw,l+ . . . + IhWk-ll+ lthkl+ lAwkl 
G (Ps + ~)II4I,. 
Extending this to B, we obtain, for any v E Vu, 
IIWI, G (PB + ~)llvll,. (18) 
Since A is diagonal, we also have for any u E Vu 
llA4l, = PII~I~. (19) 
Now let z = u, + vz be in C,. In the obvious direct-sum notation, for any 
4 > 0 we have, from (17), (18), (19), 
G PllUzlll +h + ~kll, 
= (P - 4)lluzI11 + 4II~zll1 +(PB + ~)ll%ll1 
G (P - 4)llU,lll +(PB + f3 + ~dJ)lI%II1~ 
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We wish to select sharp values of 0 > 0 and 4 > 0 which bound the last 
expression above by c(](u,I]i + ]lvz]Ii), w h ere c < p. To make 4 independent 
of 8 we choose 
4 := 
P - Pe 
- > 0. 
1+a 






then we have pe < p < p. and the above demonstrates that for any 8 > 0 
Il%4, G (P + e)(lluA + ll~;ll~) = (P + ~)ll,-II, (20) 
holds for every z E Co. Note that choosing 8 < 4 implies p + 0 < p. 
Now define the norm I]*]] by l]x]l := ]]Qx]]i, and suppose z E C. (It is easy 
to check that I(. 1) is indeed a norm.) Now Qz E Co, as Q(C) C Co. By (20) we 
conclude that 
llM4l = llQM4l1 
= llMeQ4L 
G (P + e)llQ4I1 
= (p + m4, 
and the theorem is proved. n 
Proof of Theorem 4. Since x t - x* E C [defined by (7)] for t sufficiently 
large, the hypotheses of Theorem 3 are met, so there exists /? < 1 such that 
for every 0 > 0 there is a norm ]I* ]I for which ]]J&” - x*>]l G (p + 0) 
]]rt - x*1] holds for t sufficiently large. 
That @ is differentiable at x* = lim t x t means that for any 6 > 0, the 
inequality 
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holds for t sufficiently large. Therefore there exists an integer t, = t,,(?i, 0) 
such that for t > t, we have 
Given .Z for which 0 < F < 1- p, we choose 6,0 so that 6 + 8 < E; then for 
t > t, we have 
IIX f+l - x*11 < (p + e)I(xl - x*11. n 
Proof of Corollwy. Let x0 have total support. We demonstrated in 
Section 4 that it suffices to assume x0 1s fully indecomposable. Theorems 1 
and 2 demonstrate that the hypotheses of Theorems 3 and 4 are met. n 
I wish to thank the referee for many substantial and helpful suggestions. 
Notes added in proof “Sinkhorn balancing” has also been called 
Sinkhorn’s iteration by Franklin-Lorenz [5]; Sheleikhovskii’s method by 
Bregman [19], and the method of iterative proportions by Deming-Stephan 
[21], in the case of linear constraints on rectangular matrices; the Brown 
iterative scaling procedure by Good [22] in the case of multidimensional 
matrices; and generalized iterative scaling by Darroch-Ratcliff [4] for a 
certain general class of linear constraints. 
We selected the n-by-n doubly stochastic problem for investigation 
because it is a special case of both generalized iterative scaling and of the 
growth transformation (4). The general m by n case, with (ai) the prescribed 
row sums and (pj) the prescribed column sums, also falls into both cate- 
gories, provided the left hand side of (4) is replaced with Fij /ai and p(x) is 
replaced with nj(Xjxij) OJ. In [18, 19, 201 the authors each proved, indepen- 
dently, that if the starting matrix supports a nonnegative matrix satisfying the 
line constraints, then alternate row and column balancing converges to a 
matrix satisfying the constraints. This applies when matrix elements may be 
converging to zero, and again the limiting matrix minimizes the correspond- 
ing cross entropy function. It seems likely that our result on linear conver- 
gence will extend to the case where the support of the starting matrix equals 
the support of a matrix satisfying the line constraints, so that no elements are 
converging to zero. Still it is the proof of Theorem 2 that must be reworked 
to afford this generalization. 
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